In this work we continue the analysis of a probabilistic approach and the corresponding stochastic multiparametric model of wave propagation in built-up areas with randomly distributed buildings. We concentrate on the influence of buildings' overlay profile on signal decay within the UHFiX-band urban propagation channels. Using different buildings' overlay profiles, the field loss characteristics are examined taking into account single scattering and multiple scilucring phenomena, and diffraction from buildings' corners and rooftops, for various positions of receiver and transmitter antenna with respect to surrounding obstacles. The comparison between experimental and theoretical predictions is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The prediction of propagation characteristics has become an essential part of radio wireless network planning. To successfully predict the design of these local networks, detailed experiments and theoretical investigations have been carried out to examine wide band radio channel characteristics and their dependence on the various real urban environment parameters. In reality many towns and cities sprawl over irregular terrain and one needs to simultaneously account for the presence of rough terrain and obstructing buildings in the propagation model. Because of complicity of radio propagation theoretical prediction in built-up areas, up today does not exists and cannot be proposed some general algorithm to predict loss characteristic in urban scene. Each concrete model describes a special situation in urban environment [1-4]. We consider below a case of non-regularly distributed rows of building and use a parametric model [4], which combines both deterministic and stochastic approaches. In [Z, 3, 51 based on this model, three-dimension case (3D) was analysed taking into account the diffraction from rooftops as well as the multiscattering effects (side effects), to predict the loss characteristics in urban propagation channels. In our work we improve existing rnulliparamelric model [2, 3, 51 by taking into account the real buildings' overlay profile. We present a comparison between the theoretical predictions and the results of experiments carried out in urban area with non-regularly distributed buildings.
PROPAGATION OVER BUILT-UP TERRAIN
Descriprion of buildings' overlay profile. Earlier, in [2-51, we have considered the case of the homogeneous built-up profile that is, the case of buildings' overlay with non-uniformly distributed buildings' height from its minimum h, to its maximum h, , Let us now consider the influence of the city buildings' profile on the average field intensity for the case of stochastically independent waves, singly scattered from buildings lying along the radio path linking transminer and receiver. Taking into account the fact that the real areas of urban environment are inhomogeneously distributed, we present the built-up layer profile F(zl, z2) for WO cases: when the higher antenna height z2 is above the rooftops' level, i.e., z, > h, > h, ( zI is the lower antenna height), and when higher antenna height is below the rooftops' level, i.e., z2 < h,, 0-7803-7070-8/0 1 /$10.00 0200 1 IEEEFrom (1) we can also determine the avcr~ge buildings' height h. rls building hciphts nununiformly distributed m the range it, to li?
which reduces to h = (hi +It2)/? for the case of uniforni distributed built-up prolile investigated in [2-51, where polynomial parameter ,I in ( I ) is unity. i.e. ~1 .
Bccause there are several geometrical factors of the build-up layer protilc: the anteniiil Ihi.ights : , and z 2 .
the maximum and nnnmium building heights /ti and li2 and tlie building relief appear i n formulas (la) and ( I b), let us consider their el' l' ect on thr function F(:, . z 2 ) xpililitcIy. ? >I?? >hi or :
respectively, is depicted as a family of curves versus the receiver aiitrniia lieiglii. The parameters are the transmitter aihtenna height, ranging between I O m (bottuni curve) tu I (IO in (top curve). and n. In Fig. 2 we examine the role ofthe paramcler ii o n F(h antenna height 11, =IO0 111, with three typical values ii=O.I, I . IO fur the polynomial parameter, describing predoininantly tall buildings, uniformly distributed iciglits. and predominantly low building heights, respectively This provides a transition of the built-up area from that of a rypically residential area with predominantly sniall buildings (thc bottom curve in Fig 2 corresponding tu n=lO) . to tliat 01 ii dense city center \vitIh predominantly tall buildings (the top curve in Fig. 2 correspoiidiny to u=O.l). Obviously the relief plays a significant role. Coherent and incoherein uvrrugrfirld imeiisiry Upon using tlie expressions ( I a) and ( I b) for the functions F ( r , , z 2 ) , one can move oii to the actual calculation oftlie pcrtiiieiit licld intensiiy The expression for the incoherent part of llic total licld intensity can be prcscnted.
taking into account single scattering and diffraction from buildings' corners and rooftops, as follows:
The corresponding forniula for double scattering and diffraction is given by:
r%'/; 
COMPAKISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We conipiirc iiuw the results o f theoretical predictions for the total field intensity attenuatioii, according to the proposed multiparametric model described in Section 2, with results oftlie experiments carried out in different sites in Jerusalem [6]. I n each experiment, the smd-alone radio port unit (RPU) with height 42 In played tlie role o f the transmitter.
Thc terminal unit, called fixed access unit (FAU) with height 6 m, was used as the receiver, wliicli during llic experiment was moved from point to point. According to the F A U specification, its mcasurement accuracy in all experiments does not exceed 3 7 4 dB [ 6 ] .
The trrrain in Jerusalem according to the ropographic maps can be characterized as hilly.
The notion oftlie medium urban area is relevant to the Jerusalem propagation conditions. Two or three samples there were taken at each experimental point along the vehicle route and Lhc average values based on these measurements have been found. To determine radio signal strength indication (RSSI) Ll,,,,y, values from the above expressions o f path loss, we sum (7), receiver G,, and transmitter G, antenna's gain, that is (8) 111 further calculations we added tlie ground heights to the building heights as well and then determined, according to (2). the average building height. Moreover, we obtained from the topographic map that the parameter n is in ranged between 0.1 and IO. From the topographic map of the experimental site of Jerusalem we obtained the following parameters of the built-up terrain: the building density v = I039 km-* ; the average building length < L >= 1Xm: tlie average building Iieight (not includmg the local ground height) I? = 8.3 m: average reflection coefficient r = 0.73 [ 6 ] . The measurements were made at lrcquency 930 MHz. The results o f numerical calculations are presented in Fig. 3a by curves both for uniform built-up terrain, i.e., n=I, and non-unjform built-up terrain with predominant number o f t a l l (n=O.I) and small (,,=IO) buildings, respectively. In Fig. 3a , the measurenient results. denoted by circles, are compared with the double scattering and d i t h c t i o n model according to formulas (3)-(8). The indicated number pairs arc the LR.T.7, = 10 lOS(k* < 1 h,,,, I >)+% +c, standard deviation value (STD) and the pertinent prediction error (Err) between two point sets In Fig. 3a it is seen that the discrepancy betwecn the theoretical prediction and experimental data can be decreased by at least 3 f 4 dB. In Fig. 3b a comparison between the experimental results obtained in Jerusalem, denoted, as in Fig. 3a. by circles, and the calculations according to the Hata small-medium model, presented by the solid line curve, is shown. As follows from illustrated in Fig. 3a and 3b , the Hata model gives less accuracy (with mean error of 6 dB) compared with that obtained from the parametric model. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we continued the investigation of the 3D-model of wave scattering and diffraction from randomly distributed buildings and similar obstacles placed on a rough terrain, taking into account a more general and realistic temain and overlay buildings' profiles. It follows from comparison of the theoretical predictions and experimental data obtained for measurements in different kinds of built-up areas, that the 3D-model is vely good predictor (with mean error of 3 -5 dB compared with experimental data, which cannot be higher than 6 + I dB) for the loss characteristics in built-up areas for various kinds of terrain profile and for different position of transmitting and receiving antennas with respect to rooftops, as long as the receiver antenna position is not within deep shadow zones in the vicinity of the obstructing object. The proposed multiparametric stochastic model, is a general approach which uses data acquired for terrain and buildings' overlay geometry, and takes into account terrain input parameters, such as the buildings' height distribution characteristics and their density over the terrain.
